Books by Jewish Voices

- Where You've Got To Be
- A Sky Full of Song
- Turtle Boy
- Honey and Me
- Not Your All-American Girl
- Hidden on the High Wire
- Coming of Age: 13 B'nai Mitzvah Stories
- A Ceiling Made of Eggshells
- Sorry For Your Loss
- The Two Wrong Halves of Ruby Taylor
- Blackbird, Blue Road
- Ring of Solomon
GRAPHIC NOVELS & NON-FICTION

1. WHITE BIRD by R.J. Palacio
2. The Unfinished Corner
3. Anne Frank's Diary: The Graphic Adaptation
4. BECOMING brianna
5. I Will Protect You
6. WE HAD TO BE BRAVE by Deborah Hopkinson
7. BOY FROM BUCHENWALD by Robbie Waisman
8. THE BOY ON THE WOODEN BOX
9. THE WOMAN WHO SPLIT THE ATOM
10. IRENE'S CHILDREN: YOUNG PEOPLE'S EDITION
11. A SPORTING CHANCE
12. Who Was Ruth Bader Ginsburg?